
what-does-your-museum-currently-do-results

Response

New initiative focused on a celebration of spring  called Nowruz, celebrated by a number of different religious groups including Muslim, Zoroastrian,  Baha'i, Jewish, and others.

We share on social media when it is a holiday.

We do not do much at all. We have one church that rents our space. We have off some holidays that align with Christian ones.

Staff focused professional development related to religious literacy

We develop traveling exhibits on Sacred Journeys and Sacred Places for families with children

Day of the Dead celebration

virtual programs with story times representing different religions

Cultural celebrations called "Cultural connections"

Alters and icons in our 4 cultural exhibits

Educational programming around diverse cultural holidays

Some cultural events (1-2 days) planned around religious-based celebrations

Community collections programs that invite community members to display objects. Often contributions reflect religious and cultural backgrounds.

We present annual events on celebrations

Day of the Dead celebration

No programming or exhibits

Visit with Santa Claus...Christmas

Bring in community leaders

Cultural celebrations associated with religious holidays

Cultural programming/exhibits

As a science museum, it's often avoided. We do share lots of book resources representing as wide a range of identities as possible throughout the year.

In an effort to be a space for all, we do very little related to any specific religions

Seasons of Sharing, 7 cultural and/or religious celebrations in an annual Nov/Dec exhibit

We mark cultural festivals, many religious in nature, through programs, performances, and interactivity. We undertake these with strong community partnerships to ensure authenticity of content with the goal of making contact as inclusive and accessible as possible.

We collect and use the material culture of religion in our experiences

Partnering with religious organizations for cultural activities

Cultural programming for religious holidays

Invite local organizations to take over special days and bring their community to share with others
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